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ABSTRACT: Color oscillations analogous to neutrino oscillations but 

with very high frequency are shown to be present in hadron states 

below color threshold. Experiments to distinguish between fractionally 

charged and integrally charged quark models both below and above color 

threshold are discussed. The instantaneous quark charge is shown to be 

measurable only in very fast processes determined by the high energy 

behavior of transition amplitudes well above color threshold. Results 

from the naive parton model for deep inelastic processes which indicate 

that real charges of quarks and gluons can be measured are shown to be 

In error because of neglect of color oscillations and interference 

terms. . 
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1. Introduction 

Distinguishing between fractionally charged and integrally charged 

colored quark models has been shown to be difficult below color thres

hold [1,2,3,4]. However, recent proposals for measuring the quark.or 

gluon charge in deep elastic scattering processes have not taken this 

difficulty properly into account and give the misleading impression 

that their results are valid below the threshold for producing states 

which are not color singlets [5,6]. This paper pinpoints the diffi

culty as due to color oscillations and shows how they must be taken 

into account in any proposal to measure the color dependence of the 

quark charge both above and below the color threshold. The basic 

physics has been clearly stated for meson decays [3,4], but its appli 

:cation to parton models for deep inelastic processes has not been 

lappreciated [5,6]. The naive parton model is inconsistent with a non-

belian symmetry having a h:.gh threshold like color and must be modified 

to take into account the following effects: 

1. Coherence. Amplitudes from different parton model diagrams 

which differ only by color quantum numbers and are otherwise identical 

must be added coherently. The interference terms cannot be neglected. 

2. Oscillations, Color exchange between the active parton and the 

rest of the system occurs at a rapid rate with a time scale determined 

by the energy below color threshold. Thus color cannot be localized 

far below color threshold and the color quantum numbers of an active 

parton which interacts with a photon cannot be defined. The coupling 

of the photon to a qua^k far below threshold is given by the average 

over color of the quark charge, which is always the sue as the frac

tional charge of the Gell-Msmn-Zweig model. The coupling of the photon 
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to a gluon is siailarly averaged over color and gives zero. Thus gluon 

contributions to deep inelastic scattering are not directly detectable 

far below color threshold. 

This effect can also be described in tens of the transformation 

properties of the electromagnetic current. The color singlet component 

is the sane in all models, and any non-singlet component has vanishing 

matrix elements between color singlet states. In processes where both 

initial and final states are color singlets, the non-singlet part of 

the current can contribute to second order and higher processes only 

via intermediate states which are not color singlets. Far below color 

threshold, these non-singlet intermediate states are very far off shell, 

and their contributions are drastically reduced by their propagators. 

The naive parton model uses intermediate states that a-e not color 

eigenstates and includes large erroneous contributions from states which 

are not color singlets. The propagators are not diagonal in this basis 

and change the relative phase of the singlet and nonsinglet components. 

This change of relative phase which produces the color oscillations is 

not treated properly in the model. 

In Section 2 the color oscillations are discussed in detail. 

Section 3 considers the possibility of detecting the color dependence 

of the quark charge in first order deep inelastic processes above 

color threshold and shows the importance of the interference terms 

neglected in the naive models. Section 4 considers higher order deep 

inelastic processes and shows how the color oscillations in inter

mediate states lead to an effective quark or gluon charge which is the 

color average. Section 3 gives the conclusions. 
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2. Color Oscillations 

Color oscillations are analogous to the strangeness oscillations 

in the neutral kaon systea and to the neutrino oscillations occurring 

in some models where two neutrinos have different masses. An even 

closer analogy having a non-Abelian symmetry is a positronium ground 

state with the electron spin up and the positron spin down. If this 

state is created in a strong Magnetic field and the field is turned off, 

it will not be a stationary state. The postronium will oscillate be

tween this state and the "spin-flipped" state with the electron spin 

down and the positron spin up. Similarly* a quark-antiquark pair with 

a red quark and a red antiquark is not in a stationary state. Such a 

pair will oscillate between this state and the "color-flipped" white-

ant iwhite and blue-antiblue states. The frequency of the oscillation 

is determined by the mass difference between the true stationary states 

of the system; e.g. between the two neutral kaon states, the two 

neutrino states or the triplet and singlet spin states of positronium. 

For the color oscillations the true stationary states are the 

observed color singlet mesons and the as yet unobserved color 

octet states. Their mass difference is very large and color oscilla

tions occur at a very rapid rate. In models where quarks are perma

nently confined this mass difference is infinite and the oscillations 

have infinite frequency. The color of a quark is then unobservable 

and all quark properties measured in confined systems Bust be color-

independent. 

He now describe these color oscillations explicitly. Let |R>, 

;W>, and [B> denote the three states of a red, white and blue quark-

antiquark pair respectively with identical wave functions for all other 

degrees of freedom. Color eigenstatts can be defined by constructing 



the following linear conbinations, 

|fj> - (|R> • |*> • |B>)//3 (2-la) 

|f3> - {JW> - |B>)//2 (2.1b) 

|fg> * (2|R> - |W> - |B>)//6 (2.1c) 

The state | f ,> i s a color singlet. The states |fj> and |fs> are 

color octet states which are vector and scalar respectively in the SU(2) 

subgroup of color SU(3) which acts only in the space or" white and blue 

quarks. Inverting eqs.(2.1) gives the expansion of the states |R>, 

|w> and |B> in color eigenstates, 

|R> - ( l / /5 ) | f 1 >+( /2 / /3) | f 8 > (2.2a) 

|W> - ( l / / 3 ) | f 1 >*U/ /2 ) | f 3 >-U/ /6 ) | f 8 > (2.2b) 

|B> = Cl / /» ) | f 1 >- ( l / / 2 ) | f 3 >- ( l / / 6 i | f g > . (2.2c) 

The color singlet state |f,> and the color octet states |f_> and 

|f«> have different energies E1 and E« because of the energy required 

for excitation of color octet states. If the state |R> is created at 

a time t » 0, the relative phase of the components |f,> and !f-> changes 

with tine. This introduces oscillating admixtures of the other states, 

which can be calculated fron eqs.(2.2) 

<B|e"iHt|R> > <K|e"iHtiR> • 0/3)(e ' ' •« ' 8 J (2.3a) 

l^le""1*!^!2 - |<W|e_iHt|R>|2 - (4/9)sin:![(E8-E1)t/2]. C2.3b) 

The color oscillation frequency is seen to be (Eg-E,)/2. The result 

(2.3a) is easily generalized to the case of any two colors C and C 

Eqs.(2.2) give 

^.-"V-ie-^ -1^.-3^ U.3C 
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Let us now consider the measurement of the charge Q of the quark 

in the color singlet state (2.1a). A first order electromagnetic 

transition like the emission or absorption of a photon measures the 

expectation value of the quark charge operator. This is easily cal

culated by expanding in the color eigenstates |R>, \'H> and |B>. 

<f1|(j|f1> - E<f1|OQc<C|f1> * (1/3) £ Qj. = <Q>C (2.4) 

where Q- denotes the charge of a quark of color C and <Q> is the color 

average of the quark charge. This is just the well-known result that a 

first order electromagnetic transition can only measure the color 

average of the quark charge [1,2]. We consider only one flavor. The 

generalization to n flavors is straightforward. 

A second order electromagnetic transition like Compton scattering 

from a quark neasures the product of the quark charges at two different 

times, 

-i(H-E )t 
<f1 |Q(t'*t)QCt')|f1> - I rfjICXJ^Cle |C*>Qc.<CMlr1 > (2'5a) 

Substituting eq.(2.3c) we obtain 

-i(E8-E.)t 
<f1iQCf*t)Q(t')|f1> - (1/9) E C y ^ ' U ^ ^ . - n e ° ] (2.5b) 

<f1lQ(fn)Q(f )|fj> • (<Q>C)
2 • [<Q2>C-(<Q>C)

2] e 8 l (2.5c) 

For t»0 this is just the color average of the square of the quark charge, 

which is different in the Han-Naabu and fractionally charged models. 

However, for times long compared with the period of color oscillations the 

second oscillating term in eq.(2.Sc) averages to :«ro and the first 

term is just the square of the average charge which is the same in all 

models. 
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In models where quarks are not permanently confined and states 

which are not color singlets exist, the threshold for color-octet 

excitation defines a critical mass above which new physics can be 

expected. For tines long compared with the tine corresponding to this 

mass the color oscillations are 50 rapid that all quark properties are 

averaged over color and distinguishing between fractionally charged and 

integrally charged models appears hopeless. The difference is observ

able only in experiments with a built-in time scale short in comparison 

with the period «.f color oscillations, which can measure the instanta

neous quark charge beiore it changes. Such experiments must have a 

mass or energy scale well above color threshold. 

The problem of measuring the color dependence of the quark charge 

below threshold thus reduces to determining the short time or high 

energy behavior of certain amplitudes by low energy measurements. This 

is in principle possible, for example by dispersion relations or by 

studying a higher order process dominated by contributions from inter

mediate states with very high mass. However, this is not done in the 

naive parton model, which simply leaves out the effects of the color 

oscillations. 

One case where high energy intermediate states give such dominant contri

butions is the axial anomaly, discussed in ref.[3]. Here one might hope 

to avoid the problems of color oscillations and obtain results sensi

tive to the total electromagnetic current, rather than only the color 

singlet component, thereby measuring the instantaneous quark charge 

instead of the average over color oscillations. However, in the obvious 

case of radiative n° decay, flavor quantum nurabers conspire to eliminate 

the difference between the Han-Nambu and fractionally charged models. 
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The color octet component of the Han-Nambu current is isoscalar and 

cannot provide the isovector photon required by isospin conservation 

for TT° decay. Other possibilities are discussed in ref.[3]. 

We now examine the apparent contradiction between these considera

tions and the success of the naive parton model in describing experimen

tal deep inelastic processes. The basic assumption of the model is that 

partons behave like free particles, whereas the color threshold and 

color oscillations imply that they are not free because interactions 

roust be present to change color. One can argue with some QCD hand waving 

that partons are indeed free, as a result ofasymptotic freedom, except 

for infra-red problems due to confinement (or partial confinement in 

models where quarks can be liberated), and that color oscillations are 

infra-red phenomena which affect only the radiative corrections. With 

this approach the partons can be considered as free point-like particles 

for deep inelastic processes with high momentum transfer, but infra-red 

radiative corrections to the predictions of the model may be very large, 

In QED a process which gives a high momentum transfer to a charged 

particle is always accompanied by radiative corrections appearing as the 

bremmstrahlung of an infinite number of soft photons. These corrections 

are small, because the total energy and momentum carried by the soft 

photons is small. However, the analogous breouostrahlung of an infinite 

number of soft colored gluons carries quantized color. The energy and 

momentum carried by these soft gluons nay be negligible, but the color 

*s not. Thus the naive parton model may apply to all properties involv

ing energy and momentum transfer, but not to color exchange. 

Thy color exchange and color oscillations can be interpreted as due 

to the emission and absorption of very soft infra-red gluons. The 
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parton model can then be used without detailed infra-red dynamical 

calculations. The information needed is all contained in the propa

gators of the intermediate states and can be incorporated into the 

model by using the expressions (2.3-2.5) with the color oscillations and 

adding amplitudes coherently when necessary. Only contributions from 

color singlet states survive far below color threshold, and the results 

are the same as those of the conventional parton model, with the par-

ton charges replaced below color threshold by effective charges which 

are color averages of the real charges. Thus the success of the naive 

parton model in deep inelastic scattering with effective charges of 

the fractionally charged colored quark ncdel is completely compatible 

with integrally charged quark models far below color threshold. 

3. First Order Transitions Above Color Threshold 

We now consider the possibility of observing a color dependence 

of the electric charge above the color excitation threshold. Measure

ments of a first order electromagnetic transition below color threshold 

are sensitive only to the color singlet part of the current and cannot 

measure the color dependence of the quark charge [1,2], Since color 

singlet states cannot tell the difference between a red, white or blue 

quark, measurements with color singlet states can only measure the 

average over color <Q(f}> of the charge of a quark of flavor f. This 

color average is the same in all models. 

Once states which are not color singlets are produced, operators 

which are not color singlets becoae observable. However, the color 

threshold does not immediately define the beginning of a new domain in 

which the naive parton model can *e applied with the true quark 
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charges: e.g. the integral charges of the Han-Nambu model. The 

coherence effects neglected in naive parton models and crucial in the 

presence of non-Abelian symmetries must be carefully treated. 

In the parton model description of the absorption of a current by 

a hadron the current can be absorbed by a quark parton of any color. 

The contributing diagrams appear in sets of three with exactly the same 

transition occurring on a red, white or blue quark. The transition 

amplitudes for all diagrams must be added coherently and then squar x) 

to calculate a partial or total cross-section. The naive parton model 

neglects the interference between different diagrams and adds them 

incoherently under the assumption that interfere: j terms have random 

phases and average out. This is the source of error in calculations for 

processes invariant under internal symmetries. The symmetry imposes 

conditions on the relative phases of different amplitudes so that the 

contribution of interference terms docs not average out but is of the 

same order of magnitude as the direct terms. This has been pointed out 

in the G-parity example discussed in ref.[2]. 

We now demonstrate this interference effect for color symmetry. 

Let us assume that the transition matrix element for the absorption of 

a current by a quark is proportional to the charge of the quark denoted 

by QR, Qw and Q. -respectively. The transition amplitude between a 

given initial and final state is then given by 

<f|T|i> - QR<f|ARJi> • Qw<f|Awfi> * QB<f|ABli> (3.1) 

where AR, A. and A., are reduced transition amplitudes for the red, 

white and blue quark transitions with the quark charge factored out. 

The values of these reduced matrix elements for different colors art 
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related by the color symmetry and depend on the color quantum numbers 

of the states |i> and |f>. 

For the case where both |i> and |f> are color singlets 

<f1|AR|i1> = <f1|Aw|i1> - <f1\AB\i1>=A/A (3.2a) 

The three contributions are j.ll equal and have the same phase. The 

invariant amplitude A is defined for convenience with the normali

zation indicated. 

For a transition between a color singlet initial state and color 

octet final states, two linearly independent color octet states occur. 

We choose the states denoted by |f-> and |fo>. as in eqs.(2.1). For 

these transitions we find 

<f3|AR|i1> - 0 (3.2b) 

<f3|Aw|i1> - -<f3|ABli1> = C//2 (3.2c) 

H W = -<fa'AW|il> - -^IABII^C/* (3.2d) 

where the SUC3) color symmetry relates the two transitions (3.2c) and 

(3.2d), and the invariant amplitude C is normalized for convenience. 

Substituting eqs.(3.2) in equation [3.1) we obtain 

<f1lT|i1> * (QR*Qw*QB)A//3 (3.3a) 

<fJ|T|i1> • C ^ - Q B K / ^ C3.3b) 

<fg|T|i1> - (2QR-Qw-QB)OV6 . (3.3c; 

The corresponding transition probabilities are given by 

l<f1iT|i1>r- K , - \ ' V : * : ' ! • [ W ^ V ^ ^ K I R V ^ W R ' 1 ^ ' ' 3 

1.3.4a I 
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|<f8|T|il>|
2 «[(4QR

2
+Qw

2*qB
2)+2{QwQr2QRQtf-2QRQs)]C

2/6 (3.4c) 

Each expression is split into the direct terms considered in the 

naive parton nodel and the interference terms normally neglected. 

Note that when the charges are independent of color the expressions 

(3.3b), (3.3c), (3.4b) and (3.4c) vanish and color octet states 

cannot be excited from a color singlet state, as is expected. 

Equation (3.4a) shows that when only color singlet final states 

are excited the interference terms for all final states have the same 

sign and cannot be neglected without causing a serious error. Thus, 

the naive parton model which neglects interference terms cannot be 

used when only color singlet states are excited. 

Combining equations (3.4b) and (3.4c) gives the total transition 

probability for color octet transitions 

l<*3|T|i1>|
2 * |<fa|T(ij>r -

 2UQR
2+qw

2*QB
3)-tQRQw*QwQB*QgQRjJc

2/3 . 

(3.4d) 

The interference terms for transitions to color octet final states are 

also seen to all have the same sign and give a non-negligible coherent 

contribution. However, the phase of those interference terns is oppo

site to that of the transitions for the color singlet final states. 

Thus the condition for the naive parton model to hold is that the 

interference teras 5ro« transitions to color octet final states must 

exactly cancel those fro* color singlet final states. Froa eq.(3.4) 

this condition can be expressed 

I A2 • Z C2 (3.5) 
1 8 

whert thl sueawtion on the left-hand iide is over e l l transitions to 

color singlet final states and on the right-hand side over all 
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transitions to color octet final states. 

Eq. (3.5) iihows that the naive parton model which neglects coher

ence between the three contributions is valid only when there is 

a definite relation between the total cross-sections for producing 

color singlet and color octet final states. The exact value of the 

>*atio of octet to singlet production depends upon the values of the 

coupling constants, but is always of order unity. For the Han-Nambu 

model this ratio can be seen to be exactly unity by noting that the 

expressions (3.4a) and (3.4d) become equal when the Han-Nambu charges 

and the condition C3.S) are used. Thus if the Han-Narabu model is 

correct, the naive parton model predictions become valid only when the 

total cross-set.^ons for color singlet and color octet production 

become equal. This will not occur until very far above threshold, 

since phase space space factors strongly favor color singlet production 

near threshold. 

4. Higher Order Transitions Below Color Threshold 

It has been proposed that higher order electromagnetic transitions 

could distinguish between different models, even when only color sing

let states are involved, because the square of the electromagnetic 

current has a color singlet component which comes from the non-singlet 

part of the current [1]. The matrix elements of higher powers of the 

electromagnetic current between color singlet states would measure the 

color average of higher powers of the quark charge and would distinguish 

between the models. However, the higher order transitions do not 

measure higher powers of the current operator, but rather products of 

matrix elements of the current involving the initial, final and inter-
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mediate states. A typical term in the perturbation expansion has 

produces of the form 

<f|J|X> <C|j!B><aJjjA><AjJ|i> {4.1) 

where the intermediate states A,B,C...X include states which axe not 

color singlets. These terns cannot be summed by closure to get a 

power of the current because they also are proportional to propagators 

which depend upon the intermediate states. For processes far below 

color threshold, the dominant- contribution to the transition amplitude 

generally cones from color singlet intermediate states also far below 

color threshold and not very far off shell. The intermediate states 

which are not color singlets-will then be very far off shell and their 

contributions to the transition amplitude will be strongly suppressed 

by propagators. Thus the transition amplitude depends only upon pro

ducts of matrix elements of the electromagnetic current between color 

singlet states and measures only the color singlet part of the current. 

A second order electromagnetic transition measures the square of 

the quark, charge only if the same charge occurs at both electromagnetic 

vertices; i.e. if both occur on the same fennion line in the dominant 

Feynraan diagrams and the color and charge of the quark remain constant 

along this line. This is assumed in naive parton models but is not 

valid in the presence of non-abelian internal symmetries which do not 

commute with the electric charge, as in the example involving G-parity 

discussed in refs.(I,2] and the example of the quarx-antiquark pair 

discussed in eqs.(2.S). The models use intermediate states which are 

not color eigenstates and have propagators which are not diagonal in 

the basis used. The off-diagonal elements neglected in these models 

appear as color oscillations and change the charge and color of the 
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quark' between the two photon vertices. These oscillations are very 

rapid if the internediate state is far below color threshold and 

completely destroy the correlation between the color and charge at the 

two vertices. If a basis is chosen for the intermediate states in 

which the propagator is d?agonal, namely the color eigenstates, we 

see that the color oscillation argument is equivalent to the statement 

above that an intermediate state which is not a color singlet is so 

far off shell that its contribution is drastically reduced by the 

propagator. This has been pointed out in detail for the case of meson 

decays [3,4J. We show here that it is a general consequence of color 

oscillations, and applies to all other processes as well. 

Consider the specific case of a second order electromagnetic 

transition. We denote the two photon vertices by x and y. The contri

bution of any given Feynman diagram to the transition amplitude <f(T(i> 

between the initial and final states is proportional to the product of 

the quark charges 

<f|T|i> * Q(x)Q(y}<f|M|i> [4-2) 

where <f|M|i> denotes a reduced transition matrix element with the 

quark charges factored out. This expression must be summed over all 

diagrams which look identical except for the color quantum numbers of 

the quarks at x and y. En the parton model the dominant contribution 

comes fron Feynman diagrams in which the two photon lines are connected 

to the same quark line. The naive model also assumes that the quark 

color and charge remain the same in the propagation fro* x to y. Then 

Q(x)*QCy) in eq.(4.2) and the sum over all diagrams averages the square 

of the quark charge. But if Q(x) and Q(y) are completely uncorrelated 

because of color oscillations the sum over all diagrams averages Qt» 
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and Q(y) independently and gives the square of the average, as in 

eq.(2.5c). 

The difference between the average of the square and the square of 

the average is also illustrated in the result (3.4a). This expression 

for the total cross-section for the production of color singlet states 

can also be considered by the optical theorem as a second order ampli

tude in which the intermediate state between the two photon vertices 

oust be on shell. Eq.(3.4a) shows that the naive parton model gives a 

result which is proportional to the color average of the square of the 

charge <Q">r, while the exact result is proportional to the square of 

? 
the color average (<Q>-J~. The difference is due to the contribution 

of the interference terms neglected in the naive parton model which 

appear- in the second order amplitude as contributions where the quark 

charge changes between the two photon vertices. This change results 

from the necessity to project out color singlet states in order to keep 

the intermediate state on shell. 

We now check this point for a second order Feynman diagram, where 

the intermediate state need not be on shell, but contributions far off 

shell are suppressed by propagators. If the quark at photon vertex x 

is red, then the rest of the system, no matter how complicated, must 

have the quantum numbers of a red antiquark, since the initial and 

final states are both color singlets. We can define the corresponding 

states where the quark at the photon vertex is white or blue respec

tively, denote the three states by |R>, |W> and |B> anduse eqs.(2.1-2.5) 

Although the states are more complicated than those of a quark-antiquirk 

pair, the color algebra is exactly the same as before. The correspond

ing color eigenstates are defined by eqs.(2.1). The expansion in these 
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states and the color oscillations are described by eqs.(2.2) and (2.3). 

Eqs. (2.3) describe the propagators of the intermediate states and show 

that they have off-diagonal elements connecting the states \R>, \V> and 

|B>. These pr^nagators appear in the matrix element <f|M|i> in eq.(4.2). 

The sum over color of these matrix elements thus has the saae form (2.5) 

as for the corresponding case of the quark-antiquark pair and leads to 

the same conclusions. The color correlations will be washed out between 

the two photon vertices x and y unless the time between these two 

vertices is short in comparison with the period of color oscillations. 

This can only happen if the dominant contribution is from intermediate 

states with energies very far above the color threshold. 

These results can be summarized in general as follows: In any 

higher order electromagnetic process the propagators of th« inter

mediate states between pairs of photon vertices contain color oscilla

tions and must be considered carefully. States in which the quark at 

the photon vertex has a well-defined color are not eigenstates of the 

propagator which changes the color of this quark. Unless the tine 

between vertices is short compared to the characteristic tine defined 

by the color threshold, all color dependence for the electric charge is 

washed out by color oscillations. 

This argument ii easily generalized to the case where the photon 

interacts with a colored gluon instead of a quark. Since the gluon is 

a color octet> the intermediate state where the photon at x couples to 

a gluon with specific color quantum numbers is a state in which the 

rest of the system is in a color octet state with the color quantum 

numbers conjugate to those of the active gluon. This state is not a 

color eigenstate but can be expanded by analogy with eq,i.2.2) in color 
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eigenstates including all representations of color SU(3) appearing in 

the product 8x8. Again there are color oscillations, analogous to 

eqs.(2.3). In the basis where the gluon charge is diagonal, off 

diagonal elements in the propagators wash out the charge correlation 

between the gluon states at x anfl y. In the color eigenstate basis the 

contributions froa intermediate states which are not color singlets 

are suppressed by propagators as in the case of quarks above. Thus 

the contribution will be proportional to the color average of the gluon 

charge, which is zero, unless the dominant contribution for the color 

singlet interaediate states comes froa Basses near or above color 

threshold. Thus suggestions that the contribution of gluons light be 

(•stected below color threshold are very misleading. 

5. Conclusions 

The color excitation threshold defines a tiae or energy scale 

which detennir.33 whether £ given process detects the color dependence 

of the charge of a quark or the average of the charge over the color 

degree of freedoa. The color of a quark changes in intermediate states 

at a rate determined by eq-(2.3). If the experiment measures a fast 

transition which takes place in a tine short compared to the period of 

oscillation, then the naive partem model result should be valid and 

give the charge of the quark. If intermediate states in a higher order 

process live a long time compared to this period, the charge is 

averaged over color, and the results are the same as that given by the 

fractionally charged model. The lifetime of an intermediate state is 

short if it is dominated by high momenta: i.e. by states which are high 

above the color threshold. Thus the relevant parameter is the ratio 
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of the energy of a typical intenediate or final state to the threshold 

for color excitations. This parameter must be large to detect a 

color dependence of the quark charge. 
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